
ACROSS
1. A toy in the shape of a (6-Down)
5. A thing decidedly not (27-Down)
9. A trendy thing, ergonomically speaking, to
do at (13-Down)
14. (69-Across, homophone) are found at the
____ of the roof.
15. On a full bus, you must (9-Across) when
you ____.
16. Take a (9-Across); in a political discussion,
perhaps
17. With 'the', subject of (19-Across)' talks
18. Grid-based vocabulary puzzles
19. Those who orate (18-Across)?
21. Tarts with this may be made in (46-Across)
22. His last (9-Across) was in '65.
23. Board game with prize for (27-Down)
(15-Across, past tense, homophone)
26. Pronoun for (29-Across)
29. Mary (22-Across) is also known as ___
(22-Across)
31. A deer who is a (26-Across)
32. One who (4-Down, homophone)s goods
35. (27-Down) injury
40. "Will I (51-Across) you ____"?
41. (32-Across) of (61-Down)
43. Front part of the main tool in (5-Down)
44. Starts (40-across)
46. Things used to make things to (48-Across)
48. Thing done with (53-Down)
50. Near-synonym for what is clued by "___
(51-across), ___ (31-across, first 2 letters)"
51. ___-(9-Down)
52. See 20-down.
57. The (Clue number for AGAIN)s ushered in
the ___ of the (5-Across)
59. A bank is a (32-Across) of this
60. The (53-Down) ____ mononucleosis.
65. You might close one or more after
(54-Down)ing
67. An affront to the (17-Across)
68. One's (29-Across) is a significant _____.
69. Belonging to the mate of (5-Across,
homophone)
70. Obscure plural which is a (39-Down)
anagram
71. Prefix for 'fore', in famous line written by
author who also wrote "... there's the
(34-Down)"
72. The singer (73-Across), except of course
during ____s.
73. "They ____ the (17-Across)'s praises..."
(Ezra 3:11)

DOWN
1. "(17-across) ____ us"
2. Singular of (7-Down)
3. Fantastic monster, similar to (10-Down)
4. In order to (15-Across) with no seat,
(9-Across) on this

5. Military skill unlikely in the army of
(22-Across)
6. What you will do if you (9-Across) for too
long
7. Olfactory phenomena, such as produced by
a (10-Down)
8. With "up", needing (1-Down), perhaps.
9. A tool used to construct (13-Down)
10. In internet slang, one who likes to
(16-Across)
11. Opposite of (16-Across)
12. Showing more (39-Down)?
13. Furniture pieces sitting at which one might
solve some (18-Across)
20. (52-Across) in the ground, as a
(49-Down)-ball set
24. Third syllable of a synonym for
(51-Across)-(9-Down)
25. Animals which are neither (27-Down) nor
do they (6-Down) easily.
26. (16-Across), metaphorically
27. Size of a (10-Down)
28. Stats for that baseball position most
similar-sounding to (19-Across)
30. Soak, so as to (48-across)
33. Attempt to (14-Across) out the competition.
34. After being very (45-Down) one may need
to do this to one's eyes.
36. To need (1-Down), medically, perhaps.

37. Different purposes: (68-Across) ____
38. Unimplemented: a ____ (62-Down)
39. A British version of a Seattlite famous for
his (26-Down, reversed) might prefer this to be
(27-Down)
42. Article of clothing for the (29-Across)
45. The (39-Down, Americanized) friend of
(1-Across, reversed) is often this.
47. The ____ (53-Down) (48-Across)s the
most.
49. Cause a phone to go to a mode where it
(60-Across) to a laptop, e.g.
52. You may throw one when (26-Down)ing
53. Opening for (61-Down)
54. Not doing this causes (7-Down)
55. ____ into an (11-Down, noun form)
56. "Did you (4-Down) here?" "No, I _____."
58. (As letters: 9, 71, 67, 12, lower-right box)
and _____
61. Delicious plural of (36-Down homophone)
62. Something which (60-Across) by word of
(53-down)
63. (69-Across, reversed, and a box farther)ed
64. Waste from working with (66-Down)
66. "Feld(26-down)" is from the German for not
containing ___.
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